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1. Introduction
For a planetary object without a significant global dipole field but with a significant atmosphere, like Venus and 
Mars, its ionosphere acts as the main obstacle to the solar wind. Mars's localized crustal fields (Acuña et al., 1998; 
Connerney et al., 2005), which are strong enough in some locations to stand off the solar wind at altitudes well 
above the ionosphere and form miniature crustal magnetospheres, also contribute significantly to this interac-
tion. Nonetheless, to the first approximation, these two planets' interaction with the solar wind results in similar 
plasma regimes separated by several boundaries (Luhmann, 1986; Nagy et al., 2004). A bow shock is formed that 
separates the upstream solar wind and the magnetosheath populated with the shocked solar wind. Together with 
flow stagnation and deflection downstream of the bow shock, mass loading enhances the interplanetary magnetic 
field (IMF) pileup over the dayside ionosphere, forming a magnetic barrier, separated from the magnetosheath 
by a magnetic pileup boundary (MPB; or the induced magnetospheric boundary [Bertucci et al., 2012]). Near or 
below the MPB, a boundary commonly observed at both Venus and Mars is the ion composition boundary (ICB), 
which marks the change of dominant ion species from solar wind to planetary origin (e.g., Bertucci et al., 2012; 
Halekas et al., 2018; Holmberg et al., 2019; Matsunaga et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2016).

An important difference between Venus and Mars in terms of plasma boundaries is whether there exists an iono-
pause that clearly separates the unmagnetized ionosphere from the magnetic barrier. During solar maximum, the 
Venusian ionosphere is strong enough (the ionospheric thermal plasma pressure at or above the exobase is higher 
than the impinging solar wind dynamic pressure) to stand off solar wind penetration (e.g., Luhmann, 1986). An 
ionopause is formed as a result of pressure balance, characterized by sharp gradients in both ionospheric density 
and magnetic field strength. At Mars, the ionosphere is much weaker and generally unable to prevent IMF pene-
tration above the exobase. There are still regions of localized density gradients at Mars, but they are not always 
ionopause-like (i.e., no corresponding gradient in magnetic pressure; Chu et al., 2021, 2019; Duru et al., 2009; 

Abstract The interaction between Mars and the solar wind results in different plasma regimes separated 
by several boundaries, among which the separation between the sheath flow and the ionosphere is complicated. 
Previous studies have provided different and sometimes opposite findings regarding this region. In this study, 
we utilize observations from the Mars Atmospheric and Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) mission to revisit 
boundaries within this region and perhaps reconcile some differences. More specifically, we start with the 
photoelectron boundary (PEB), a topological boundary that separates magnetic field lines having access to the 
dayside ionosphere (open or closed) from those connected to the solar wind on both ends (draped). We find that 
large gradients in the planetary ion densiti occur across the PEB and that the dominant ion switches from heavy 
planetary ions to protons near the PEB, indicating that the PEB falls within the ion composition boundary 
(ICB). Furthermore, our results show that the PEB is not a pressure balance boundary; rather the magnetic 
pressure dominates both sides of the PEB. Meanwhile, we find that the PEB is located where the shocked solar 
wind flow stops penetrating deeper into the ionosphere. These findings suggest the PEB marks the top of the 
Mars dayside ionosphere and also the interface where the sheath plasma flow deflects around the obstacle 
going downstream.
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Sánchez-Cano et al., 2020; Vogt et al., 2015). The consensus is that the concept of the ionopause as seen at Venus 
is usually not applicable to Mars.

Below the MPB, at both Mars and Venus, a distinct and often sharp boundary is observed that separates iono-
spheric photoelectrons (produced by solar photons ionizing the neutral atmosphere) and solar wind electrons, 
termed the “photoelectron boundary” (PEB; Dubinin et  al.,  2006; Frahm et  al.,  2006; Garnier et  al.,  2017; 
Mitchell et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2022). The interpretation is that the PEB is a topological boundary that sepa-
rates the draped IMF from field lines connected to the ionospheric production region. The PEB is often observed 
to coincide with sharp density gradients at Mars (Duru et al., 2009). The general properties of the PEB have been 
investigated in several studies, including its altitude increasing with crustal field strength, extreme ultraviolet 
intensity and solar zenith angle (SZA; Garnier et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2022).

Observationally, MPB, ICB, and PEB are reported to be closely located spatially but their relations with respect 
to each other might differ depending on the specific definitions of these boundaries in different studies, which 
we will discuss in further detail later. In this study, we examine properties at or near the PEB, revisit the relation 
between this boundary and ICB and ionopause, and explore the physical nature of this boundary. Previous stud-
ies determined the location of the PEB based on pitch-angle averaged electron energy distributions (e.g., Duru 
et al., 2009; Garnier et al., 2017), from which magnetic topology cannot be unambiguously determined. This 
study adopts the methodology of Xu et al. (2019) to accurately determine magnetic topology based on observed 
electron pitch angle and energy distributions, allowing for a more accurate determination of the PEB. The paper 
is organized as follows: we present a case study in Section 2, followed by the characterization of general proper-
ties of the PEB in Section 3; we then explore the physical nature of the PEB in Section 4 and provide a physical 
interpretation of our observational results in Section 5, followed by a discussion in Sections 6; lastly, we conclude 
the paper in Section 7.

2. Case Study
We illustrate a few key parameters examined in this study via a case study first on 12 July 2017, as shown in 
Figure 1. Mars Atmospheric and Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) observations included in this study are suprath-
ermal electron measurements from the Solar Wind Electron Analyzer (SWEA; Mitchell et al., 2016), ion meas-
urements from the SupraThermal And Thermal Ion Composition (STATIC) instrument (McFadden et al., 2015), 
and magnetic field vectors measured by the Magnetometer (Connerney et al., 2015). From top to bottom, Figure 1 
shows the time series of ion energy spectra for all masses (a) and for ion mass (M) < 10 amu (b) measured by 
STATIC, (c) calculated characteristic light (M < 10 amu) ion velocity (Vc), (d) the derived ion densities from 
STATIC measurements using necessary calibrations provided by Fowler et al. (2022b), (e) magnetic field ampli-
tude measured by MAG, (f) normalized electron pitch angle distribution for 111–140 eV, and (g) omnidirectional 
electron energy spectra measured by SWEA, and (h) spacecraft altitude colored by magnetic topology.

The characteristic velocity of light ions, Vc, is calculated based on the ion energy spectra for ion mass <10 amu 
(as shown in panel b) measured by STATIC. More specifically,

𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 =
Σ𝑗𝑗(𝐸𝐸)Δ𝐸𝐸

Σ𝑗𝑗(𝐸𝐸)∕
√

2𝐸𝐸∕𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝Δ𝐸𝐸
 (1)

where j(E) is the differential ion number flux and mp is the proton mass. Essentially, Vc is the integrated ion 
number flux divided by a density-equivalent quantity, thus a mixture of proton bulk velocity and thermal velocity 
but with no directional information. Ideally, we would want to examine the flow velocity vector near the PEB. 
However, MAVEN starts to rotate from ∼1000 to 500 km altitude, which is not optimized for either STATIC or 
the Solar Wind Ion Analyzer instrument (Halekas et al., 2015) to observe the full ion distribution. It makes it very 
complicated to obtain the ion velocity and we thus use Vc instead. Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1 maps 
the median Vc in different projections: the MSO (Mars-centered Solar Orbit) X–Y, X–Z, and also the cylindrical 
X–ρ plane, where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 =

√

𝑌𝑌 2 +𝑍𝑍2 . In MSO, the X-axis points from the center of Mars to the Sun, the Z-axis points 
to the ecliptic north pole of Mars's orbital plane, and the Y-axis completes the right-handed system. As shown in 
Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1, Vc captures the high solar wind flow velocity upstream of the bow shock, 
transitions to a slower and hot flow in the sheath, and then turns to cold and slow near the planet. This fits the 
typical picture of the solar wind flow around Mars and validates the usage of this quantity.
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Magnetic topology in panel (h) is determined based on the methodology described in Xu et al. (2019). Seven 
types of magnetic topology can be distinguished: (a) closed field lines with both ends in the dayside ionosphere 
(closed-day), (b) cross-terminator closed field lines with one end in the dayside ionosphere and the other in 
the nightside ionosphere (closed-terminator), (c) closed field lines with both ends in the nightside ionosphere 
with trapped electrons (closed-trapped), (d) closed field lines with both ends in the nightside ionosphere with 
superthermal electron depletions (closed-void), (e) open field lines connected to the dayside ionosphere on one 
end and to the solar wind on the other end (open-day), (f) open field lines connected to the nightside ionosphere 
and the solar wind on the other end (open-night), and (g) draped with both ends connected back to the solar wind 
(and not intersecting the ionosphere).

Figure 1. Time series of Mars Atmospheric and Volatile EvolutioN observations on 12 July 2017. From top to bottom: ion energy spectra for all masses (a) and for 
ion mass <10 amu (b) measured by SupraThermal And Thermal Ion Composition (STATIC), (c) calculated characteristic light (M < 10 amu) ion velocity Vc, (d) the 
derived ion densities from STATIC measurements, (e) magnetic field amplitude measured by MAG, (f) normalized electron pitch angle distribution for 111–140 eV, 
and (g) omnidirectional electron energy spectra measured by electron energy spectra (SWEA), and (h) spacecraft altitude colored by magnetic topology. The diamond 
symbol in h marks the PEB location identified from the automated procedure. A few key boundaries are marked as the vertical dashed lines.
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From right to left (reverse time order) of Figure 1, the MAVEN spacecraft encountered the bow shock at ∼04:04:00 
UT (universal time), indicated by the transition from the cold solar wind ion beam to the hot magnetosheath ion 
flow (panels a, b), enhanced electron fluxes at high energies (panel g), and the increase in magnetic field strength 
and fluctuation (panel e). At ∼03:37:50 UT, the ramp-up in magnetic field strength and the reduction in magnetic 
fluctuation in panel e and the decreased electron fluxes above 100 eV in panel g indicate the crossing of the MPB 
(e.g., Bertucci et al., 2005; Crider et al., 2000). At ∼03:28:30 UT, in panel d, steep density gradients in heavy 
ions (O + and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴+

2
 ) and also the switch of the dominant ion species from H + to heavy ions indicate the crossing of 

the ICB. At the same time, we observe a magnetic topology change from draped topology (blue) to closed field 
(magenta) in panel h, indicating the crossing of the PEB. Lastly, in panel c, the characteristic velocity Vc varies 
from ∼400 km/s upstream of the bow shock, to ∼270 km/s in the sheath between the MPB and the bow shock, 
to ∼200 km/s below the MPB between 03:30 UT and 03:35 UT, and then quickly decreases to near 0 from 03:30 
UT to 03:25 UT across the PEB.

Figure 2 shows another example of MAVEN observations on 21 June 2017, where the crossings of the MPB, 
PEB, and ICB are at SZA ∼27°–29°, much closer to the subsolar region. This case study exhibits similar features 
as the previous example: the MPB is located well above the PEB and ICB while the ICB and PEB are co-located. 
Meanwhile, there are cases where these three boundaries are located at similar locations as all plasma regimes 
are more compressed at the subsolar region than higher SZAs. It is worth noting that technically all boundaries 
have a thickness of different scales and the exact locations of these boundaries may vary depending on specific 
definitions. As illustrated later, our analysis does not rely on the most accurate determination of the boundary 
locations but focuses on the physical interpretation of the relations between these boundaries.

To summarize observations worth highlighting in the vicinity of the PEB in both case studies: (a) in panel c, Vc 
approaches small values, a few tens of km/s; (b) in panel d, steep density gradients of heavy ions are observed; 
(c) in panel d, the dominant ion species changes from H + to heavy ions; (d) in panel e, no obvious magnetic 
gradient occurs at this boundary. Through statistical analyses shown in later sections, we demonstrate that these 
are common features near the PEB and that the PEB can thus be considered as the top of the dayside ionosphere 
at Mars.

3. General Properties of the PEB
To conduct statistical analyses, we design an automated procedure to identify the PEB based on magnetic topol-
ogy. More specifically, for every inbound and outbound orbit segment centered on periapsis, we search for the 
highest altitude (98%-rank) of all topologies having access to the dayside ionosphere, including Topology 1 
“closed-to-day”, 2 “cross-terminator-closed”, and 5 “open-to-day” (“open-to-day” also having access to the solar 
wind). Here, we define the X%-rank of a distribution (altitude in this case) such that X% of the distribution falls 
below that value. The PEB identified by this automated procedure is marked as the diamond symbol in Figures 1h 
and 2h, which agrees very well with the visual inspection. We search through MAVEN orbits from 1 February 
2016 to 1 April 2020 and bound this search to dayside (SZA < 90°) and altitudes between 150 and 2000 km, 
which results in 7013 PEB identifications combining the inbound and outbound segments.

The properties of the PEB have been investigated in several studies (Frahm et al., 2006; Garnier et al., 2017; 
Wang et al., 2022), including the effects of the upstream dynamic pressure, solar irradiance, and crustal magnetic 
fields. Here, as our definition of the PEB is topological, we examine two common features with our selected 
PEBs, as shown in Figure 3. In panel a, the median PEB altitude in the Mars geographic coordinates shows a 
clear dependence on the crustal magnetic field strength, varying from ∼600 km over weak crustal fields to up 
to 1200 km over strongest crustal fields, which is consistent with previous studies (Garnier et al., 2017; Wang 
et al., 2022). Note that this map folds in the dependence of the PEB altitude on SZA, as high geographic latitudes, 
at which the strongest crustal fields are located, are generally located at high SZAs. In panel b, the median PEB 
altitude (black line) increases from ∼500 to 600 km at low SZAs to ∼1000 km at high SZAs. This is because the 
component of the solar wind dynamic pressure normal to the boundary surface scales roughly as cos 2(SZA), and 
plasma boundaries tend to flare away from the planet at high SZAs (e.g., Halekas et al., 2018). The blue and red 
lines are median PEB altitudes for |Bc| < 10 nT and |Bc| > 10 nT, respectively, where |Bc| is the model crustal 
field strength at 400 km altitude (Morschhauser et al., 2014). The median PEB altitude varies from <500 km to 
∼1000 km for |Bc| < 10 nT and from <700 km to ∼1200 km for |Bc| > 10 nT, having an offset of 200–300 km 
altitude between these two scenarios.
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4. Physical Nature of the PEB
In this section, we investigate the physical nature of the PEB from: (a) the relation between the PEB and ion 
density gradients; (b) the relation between the PEB and ion composition changes; (c) whether balance between 
different pressure terms defines the location of the PEB (as it does for the traditional ionopause); (d) the variation 
of the characteristic velocity of the sheath flow near the PEB. Note that the region below MPB (where the PEB 
is generally located) is considered by many authors to be separated from the magnetosheath, but we use the term 
“the sheath flow” to refer to shocked solar wind plasma above the planetary ionosphere for simplicity.

4.1. PEB and Heavy Ion Density Gradients

The case studies in Section 2 show that steep density gradients in O + and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴+

2
 are observed at the PEB. In this 

subsection, we investigate whether this is a common feature of the PEB through statistical analyses.

Figure 2. Time series of Mars Atmospheric and Volatile EvolutioN observations on 21 June 2017, the same format as Figure 1.
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To examine the ion density gradient, we define an ion scale height 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖+ as 
𝐴𝐴 1∕𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖+ = −Δlog(𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖+ )∕Δ𝑧𝑧 , where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖+ is the ion density and z is altitude. Practi-

cally, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖+ is calculated based on the best linear fit of 𝐴𝐴 log(𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖+ ) and z within an 
altitude range. The concept of a scale height implies hydrostatic equilibrium, 
which is not necessarily applicable for ions at high altitudes, but here we use it 
to characterize ion density gradient for convenience. We separately calculate 
ion scale heights for both O + and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴+

2
 at and below the PEB for each identified 

PEB. Here, we define “at PEB” to be [zp − 25, zp + 25] km and “below PEB” 
to be [zp − 175, zp − 125] km to examine characteristics of plasma across the 
PEB and in the nominal ionosphere, where zp is the PEB altitude. Figures 4a 
and 4b show 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑂𝑂+ and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑂𝑂+

2

 against the PEB altitude (zp) at and below the PEB. 
Note that there is no 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑂𝑂+ for zp < 350 km altitude as 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑂𝑂+ is negative below 
its density peak (∼250 km; Fowler et al., 2022b) and thus not counted here. 
In both panels, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑂𝑂+ and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑂𝑂+

2

 increase with altitude, likely because ion scale 
heights are smaller close to the production region and larger at high altitudes 
where plasma diffusion dominates and/or ion temperatures increase with alti-
tude. For O +, the median 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖+ is 20–40 km at the PEB and ∼60 km below the 
PEB, which translates to a density change over 100 km altitude of a factor of 
∼150–12 at the PEB and of a factor of ∼5 below the PEB. For 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴+

2
 , the median 

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖+ is 15–28 km at the PEB and 30–60 km below the PEB, which translates 
to a density change over 100 km altitude of a factor of 786–28 at the PEB and 
of a factor of 28–5 below the PEB. Overall, the ion scale height at the PEB is 
about half of that below the PEB (Figure 4c). In other words, across the PEB, 
the ion density profiles are distinctively different from those below, having a 
more prominent decrease with altitude.

Another approach to examining density, composition, and magnetic field 
gradients around the PEB is to normalize each of these parameters to its value 
at the PEB. The median profiles of the normalized H +, O +, and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴+

2
 densi-

ties, the heavy-to-light ion density ratio, and the magnetic field amplitude 
are shown as a function of altitude relative to the PEB (z − zp) in Figure 5. 

The lower and upper quartiles of each profile are shown in Figure S2 in Supporting Information S1. The H + 
density profile (black line) varies by less than a factor of two over 600 km altitude, the same as the case studies. 
In contrast, both O + (blue line) and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴+

2
 (red line) densities vary by two orders of magnitude across the PEB, 

in comparison to a more gradual density change 150–200 km below the PEB. Similarly, we calculate 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖+ for 
[zp − 50, zp + 50] (across the PEB) and [zp − 300, zp − 200] (below the PEB), given in the upper right corner. Note 
that we use slightly different altitude intervals here than those used for each PEB crossing to better characterize 
ion density profiles in Figure 5. We see an 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑂𝑂+ of 57 and 251 km and an 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑂𝑂+

2

 of 53 and 148 km, corresponding 
to a factor of ∼5 change in density at the PEB and less than a factor of two change below the PEB over 100 km 
altitude, respectively. In other words, both Figures 4 and 5 demonstrate that large density gradients in O + and 

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴+

2
 are a common feature at the PEB, compared to much smaller density gradients below (and above) the PEB.

4.2. PEB and ICB

Next, we examine the relationship between the PEB and ICB by taking into account their respective thickness. 
The ICB is the transition of the dominant ion from solar wind protons to planetary ions. Observationally, ICB has 
been defined as the location where the ratio of the proton density and heavy ion density is unity (e.g., Holmberg 
et al., 2019; Matsunaga et al., 2017) or by fitting the density ratio profile (Halekas et al., 2018). As pointed out 
by Halekas et al. (2018), the ICB is a boundary layer with a thickness that scales with the proton (convective 
and thermal) gyroradius (tens of km to hundreds of km on the dayside). In contrast, the PEB is a topological 
boundary that we probe with sub-keV electrons with gyroradii of order 1 km. In many cases, the PEB is effec-
tively unresolved at the 2-s SWEA measurement cadence, corresponding to a thickness of less than a few km. 

We, therefore, calculate the density ratio, 𝐴𝐴
𝑛𝑛(𝑂𝑂+)+𝑛𝑛

(

𝑂𝑂+

2

)

𝑛𝑛(𝐻𝐻+)
 , within 50 km of the PEB and bound this value by the 

Figure 3. (a) Median photoelectron boundary (PEB) altitudes in geographic 
latitude and longitude, overlaid with the contours of modeled crustal field 
strengths (|Bc| in nT) at 400 km altitude (Morschhauser et al., 2014). (b) 
PEB altitudes against SZA, “+” for all identified PEBs, black, blue, and red 
lines for median PEB altitudes for all PEBs, |Bc| < 10 nT, and |Bc| > 10 nT, 
respectively. The error bars are interquartiles.
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5%-rank and 95%-rank density ratio to represent the minimum and maxi-
mum density ratios near the PEB, respectively, for each PEB crossing. This 
avoids skewing the results by extreme outliers. The distributions of 5%-rank 
and 95%-rank density ratios are shown as blue and red lines in Figure 6. The 
median values of the minimum and maximum density ratios are 1.5 and 9.8, 
which are smaller than the peak values because of the usage of a logarithmic 
scale. It means that within the PEB ±50 km altitude, the density ratio varies 
significantly and the dominant ions change from planetary ions (density 
ratio ≫ 1) to protons (density ratio ∼1). We, therefore, conclude that the PEB 
falls within the ICB considering the thickness of the latter boundary. Note 
that, in Figure 6, both distributions have a large spread of density ratios and 
the minimum ratio (blue line) is > 1 more than half of the time. It is likely 
because the thickness of ICB varies and the PEB can be located at different 
portions of this compositional boundary layer. Similarly, the median density 

ratio, 𝐴𝐴
𝑛𝑛(𝑂𝑂+)+𝑛𝑛

(

𝑂𝑂+

2

)

𝑛𝑛(𝐻𝐻+)
 , for all the PEB crossings, as a function of altitude is over-

laid as the cyan line in Figure 5. It displays a ratio of ∼100 below the PEB, 
dominated by heavy ions, and a ratio of ≪ 1 above the PEB, showing a much 
clearer ion compositional change across the PEB.

Sections 4.1 and 4.2 illustrate that large density gradients occur across the 
PEB and the PEB is contained within the much thicker ICB. We conclude that 
the PEB can be interpreted as the top of the dayside Mars ionosphere, which 
separates cold planetary ionospheric ions from the hot solar-wind-origin 
plasma.

4.3. PEB and Pressure Balance

In the classic picture (as observed at Venus), the dayside MPB and the iono-
pause result from a balance between different pressure terms. The MPB 
is located where the sheath plasma thermal pressure above balances the 
magnetic pressure (PB) below. Similarly, the ionopause is located where the 
magnetic pressure above balances the ionospheric plasma thermal pressure 
(Pth) below. We consider the PEB to be the top of the dayside ionosphere, 
similar to the ionopause, and thus ask whether a balance between PB and 
Pth applies at the PEB. PB can be easily calculated from magnetic field 
measurements.

It is more complicated to obtain Pth, for which we need to know densities and 
temperatures of O +, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴+

2
 , H +, and e − for both the cold and hot plasma popu-

lations, as the PEB marks the transition from the hot sheath plasma (mainly 
H +) to cold planetary plasma (mainly O + and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴+

2
 ). For sheath electrons and 

ions above the PEB, the densities and temperatures must be determined from 
SWEA and STATIC/SWIA measurements. However, the PEB is located close 
to where the MAVEN spacecraft and articulated payload platform (APP) 
change their orientations in preparation for the upcoming periapsis pass. This 
reorientation can cause a significant part of the sheath  plasma population 
to fall outside the fields of view of STATIC and/or SWIA, which  prevents 
us from calculating reliable ion density and temperature moments. Obtain-
ing electron moments is also complicated by the removal of secondaries 
produced within the SWEA instrument by intense sheath electron fluxes. 
Despite these limitations, it is known that the plasma thermal and dynamic 
pressures below the MPB are much smaller than the magnetic pressure, so 
we forgo this calculation and assume that PB dominates between the PEB and 
the MPB.

Figure 4. (a) Ion scale height for O + 𝐴𝐴 (𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂+ ) , thick red and blue lines (thin 
lines for lower and upper quartiles) are median 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑂𝑂+ for at the photoelectron 
boundary (PEB) and below the PEB, respectively. (b) Ion scale height for 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴+

2
 

𝐴𝐴

(

𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂+

2

)

 , the same format as panel (a). (c) The median ratios of scale heights 
below the PEB to that at the PEB for O + (blue) and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴+

2
 (red) and the error bars 

are interquartiles.
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We, therefore, focus on examining the ratio between the cold planetary 
plasma pressure and the magnetic pressure near and below the PEB. The 
temperatures of the cold ionospheric electrons and ions can be derived 
from measurements by the Langmuir Probe and Waves (LPW) instrument 
(Andersson et al., 2015) and STATIC, respectively. Hanley et al. (2021) used 
STATIC measurements to derive ion temperatures for 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴+

2
 𝐴𝐴

(

𝑇𝑇𝑂𝑂+

2

)

 from peri-
apsis to ∼500  km altitude, above which spacecraft and APP reorientation 
prevent the application of their technique. From 300 to 500 km altitude on the 
dayside, they found 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴+

2
 core temperatures of order 0.1 eV, although suprath-

ermal tails were also present in most of the distributions. For simplicity and 
to account for the contribution of suprathermal tails to the total ion pressure, 
we use 1  eV as an upper limit for both electron (Ergun et  al.,  2021) and 
ion (Fowler et  al.,  2022b) temperatures and the total ion density from the 
STATIC L3 products (provided at Ion Mass 1, 2, 16, 32, and 44) to be the 
plasma density to calculate the plasma pressure of the cold planetary plasma 
Pth. As shown later, we do not require high accuracy in the estimates of Pth as 
it is much smaller than PB.

Figure  7a illustrates the distributions of maximum Pth/PB (95%-rank, red) 
and minimum Pth/PB (5%-rank, blue) within PEB ±50 km altitude (similar 
to Figure 5), which shows a median ratio of ∼0.05 and ∼0.015, respectively. 
That is, within the vicinity of the PEB, the magnetic pressure is more than 
one order of magnitude higher than the thermal plasma pressure. In other 

words, on both sides of the PEB, magnetic pressure dominates, and the PEB is not a boundary that the iono-
spheric plasma pressure balances with the magnetic pressure as at Venus. Meanwhile, as shown in Figures 1, 2, 5, 
and Figure S2 in Supporting Information S1, the magnetic field does not show a sharp change in amplitude 
across the PEB. To further illustrate this point, we calculate the magnetic ratio near the PEB, more specifically 
the 95%-rank |B| divided by the 5%-rank |B| within the PEB ±50 km. The distribution of this magnetic ratio is 
shown in Figure 7b, which peaks near one and has a median value of 1.11. In short, near the PEB, the magnetic 
pressure dominates over ionospheric thermal pressure, and there is no obvious change in PB across the PEB either. 
It suggests that the PEB is not a pressure balance boundary between Pth and PB, nor is it the result of force balance 
between ∇Pth and ∇PB.

4.4. PEB and Characteristic Velocity of Sheath Flow

What determines the location of the PEB? Another feature observed in the 
case studys is that the PEB is located where the hot sheath plasma flow 
sharply “turns” cold and stagnate (ions having low energies and a narrow 
energy width, possibly mainly planetary protons), signified by Vc approach-
ing 0. Figure  8a shows the median Vc above (red), at (black), and below 
(blue) the PEB as a function of SZA, which are ∼200, ∼100, and ∼50 km/s, 
equivalent of a proton energy of ∼200, ∼50, and ∼10 eV, respectively. In 
Figure 8b, we map the median Vc as a function of altitude and SZA, overlaid 
with empirical locations of the bow shock and the MPB (black and cyan 
dashed lines; Vignes et al., 2000) and the calculated median PEB altitudes 
(magenta line). Right across the PEB, Vc sharply decreases from hundreds 
of km/s to less than 100 km/s. In Figure 8c, we plot the median Vc within 
SZA = [20°, 30°] against altitude, overlaid with these three boundaries as the 
horizontal dashed lines. We can see that Vc is over 400 km/s upstream of the 
bow shock, then decreases to 200–300 km/s in the magnetosheath, and has 
another sharp decrease from the MPB to the PEB. Similarly, the brown line 
in Figure 5 shows Vc sharply decreases from >200 km/s to ∼20 km/s across 
the PEB. This sharp reduction in Vc near the PEB echoes the transition from 
a hot sheath plasma flow to the cold and slow (small Vc) population (mainly 

Figure 5. Normalized profiles of different parameters to values at the 
photoelectron boundary (PEB) against altitude relative to the PEB (z − zp), 
black for n(H +), blue for n(O +), red for 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

(

𝑂𝑂+

2

)

 , and magenta for |B|. The cyan 

line is the median density ratio of heavy ions to protons 𝐴𝐴

(

𝑛𝑛(𝑂𝑂+)+ 𝑛𝑛

(

𝑂𝑂+

2

)

𝑛𝑛(𝐻𝐻+)

)

 against 

z − zp. The brown line is the median Vc in a linear scale against z − zp. The 
two scale heights for each ion species in the upper right corner are calculated 
±50 km altitude within the PEB and [−300, −200] km below the PEB, 
respectively.

Figure 6. The distribution of the ratios of heavy ion densities 
𝐴𝐴

(

𝑛𝑛(𝑂𝑂+) + 𝑛𝑛
(

𝑂𝑂+

2

))

 and proton densities within the photoelectron boundary 
(PEB) ±50 km altitude. For each PEB crossing, minimum (5%-rank) and 
maximum (95%-rank) density ratios are cataloged. The red line shows the 
distribution of maximum density ratios and blue for minimum density ratios. 
The two vertical lines mark the median value of each distribution.
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planetary protons) shown in the case studies (Figures 1b and 2b). Note that Vc 
does not exactly go down to 0 likely because planetary protons have signifi-
cant thermal and/or bulk velocities. In short, the PEB separates regions domi-
nated by mainly solar wind protons to mainly planetary ions and is located 
where solar wind protons stop penetrating deeper into the ionosphere.

5. Physical Interpretation
In previous sections, we have demonstrated the following characteristics of 
the PEB using both case studies and the statistical analysis of many orbits: 
(a) the PEB altitude is strongly correlated with the crustal magnetic field 
strength and increases with SZA; (b) large heavy ion density gradients occur 
at the PEB; (c) the PEB falls within the ICB (i.e., a switch in the ion compo-
sition is observed near the PEB); (d) the PEB is not a boundary where the 
dominant pressure terms change across the boundary but is dominated by 
magnetic pressure on both sides; (e) the characteristic ion velocity Vc sharply 
decreases to small values across the PEB. To synthesize these aspects, we 
illustrate our physical interpretation in a schematic shown in Figure 9.

The PEB marks a topological transition from magnetic field lines having 
access to the ionosphere (open or closed topology) to not having access 
(draped topology). Above the main ion production region that extends from 
the main peak (∼120–180 km) to the exobase (∼200 km), in situ ion produc-
tion is insignificant compared to diffusion/transport from below, such that 
high-altitude ion densities are strongly affected by the magnetic connectivity 
to the production region. With ionospheric magnetic field strengths typically 
greater than 30 nT, cold planetary ions (kT < few eV) are magnetized above 
the exobase, so they can easily diffuse along closed or open field lines from 
the main ionosphere to high altitudes. In contrast, for draped fields with no 
direct access to the main ionosphere, cold planetary ions must drift across 
field lines to get on draped field lines, which occur far too slowly to be signif-
icant. This explains why large ion density gradients occur near the PEB and 
also why the PEB falls within the ICB. Therefore, at Mars where the concept 
of a conventional ionopause is not normally applicable, the PEB can be 
considered as the top of the dayside ionosphere.

We have shown that the PEB does not result from pressure balance between 
the magnetic pressure and plasma thermal pressure. Meanwhile, the char-
acteristic velocity of the shocked solar wind flow Vc decreases significantly 
across the PEB, indicative of the transition from a hot sheath plasma flow 
to cold, slow-moving (likely planetary) ion populations. In other words, the 
PEB is located where the shocked solar wind flow stops penetrating toward 

the planet. Our interpretation is  that the PEB is the top of the dayside ionosphere and also the interface where the 
sheath flow diverts around the planet.

It is instructive to compare the pressure terms and plasma boundaries at Venus and Mars, as illustrated in the 
schematic in Figure 10. As discussed above, at Venus, particularly during solar maximum, the ionospheric ther-
mal pressure above the exobase is strong enough to balance (stand off) the magnetic pressure in the magnetic 
pileup region (MPR), creating an ionopause that separates the ionosphere from the MPR. In contrast, the iono-
spheric thermal pressure above the exobase at Mars is usually insufficient to balance the magnetic pressure of the 
MPR. However, a topological boundary, the PEB, occurs nonetheless, which plays a similar role to an ionopause 
in that it separates cold ionospheric plasma from the overlying sheath plasma, and defines the boundary around 
which the sheath plasma flows. Another possibly related difference between Mars and Venus is that the thickness 
of Mars's magnetosheath is of the order of a solar proton gyro-radius (RL) in contrast to a thickness of multiple 
RL at Venus (Ledvina et al., 2008). This means that Mars's magnetosheath does not have sufficient room for the 
solar wind to fully thermalize and thus kinetic physics is more important in this region at Mars than at Venus, 

Figure 7. (a) The distribution of pressure ratios (plasma β), thermal plasma 
pressure divided by magnetic pressure, within photoelectron boundary (PEB) 
±50 km altitude. The red line shows the distribution of maximum pressure 
ratios (95%-rank) and blue for minimum pressure ratios (5%-rank). The two 
vertical lines mark the median values of each distribution. (b) Magnetic ratio 
near the PEB, more specifically 95%-rank |B| divided by the 5%-rank |B| 
within PEB ±50 km.
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which may affect the formation of boundaries between the ionosphere and 
the magnetosheath (Dubinin et  al.,  1993; Moses et  al.,  1988). It might be 
interesting to compare these regions and boundaries  at both Mars and Venus 
in more detail.

As shown above, there is no balance between ∇PB and sheath plasma pres-
sure gradient ∇Pth near the PEB. We infer the cause of the sheath flow 
diverting around the PEB using a two-fluid (the solar wind protons and 
heavy planetary ions) approximation (Chapman & Dunlop, 1986; Halekas 
et al., 2017; Ma et al., 2019; Sauer et al., 1994). With PB dominating both 
sides of the PEB (assuming negligible J × B), the remaining ion force terms 
on the sheath flow are momentum exchange between planetary ions and 
sheath protons, the electron pressure gradient, and the sheath proton pres-
sure gradient. Thus, the PEB likely results from a combination of momentum 
exchange between the  sheath flow and planetary ions and the ionospheric 
electron pressure gradient that balance the sheath plasma pressure gradient 
(already much reduced because of the magnetic gradient near the MPB). This 
may be investigated with MHD simulations or carefully selected case studies 
where electron and ion moments can be derived reliably with MAVEN data; 
however, this is beyond the scope of our study.

A noteworthy implication of magnetic pressure dominating below the PEB 
(Figure 10b) is that the ionosphere can be magnetized without the solar wind 
plasma carrying the magnetic fields. These induced magnetic fields should 
instead mainly be generated by ionospheric currents. This is to say that the 
PEB is not necessarily the inner boundary of the MPR—another major differ-
ence between the PEB and the conventional ionopause.

It is also worth noting that the physical pictures provided in Figures 9 and 10 
are more suitable for planetary ions remaining relatively cold (< a few eV) 
near the PEB. When planetary ions are significantly energized and hot, for 
example, when the upstream IMF is nearly radial (Fowler et al., 2022a), these 
ions are likely unmagnetized so that magnetic topology matters less, and this 
scenario is not necessarily applicable.

6. Discussion
There have been numerous studies dedicated to characterizing plasma bound-
aries at Mars. As these boundaries are mostly observation-based, different 
conclusions might be reached depending on the specific definitions, espe-
cially when a particular threshold is chosen and the boundary is identified as 
one particular location. As this is not a review paper, we limit this discussion 
to a few studies that are relevant to our results.

Studies have shown that the ICB is generally located at or below MPB 
(Matsunaga et al., 2017) and the PEB is located below the ICB (Holmberg 

et al., 2019). As discussed above, the PEB is a topological boundary with a negligible thickness (electron gyro-
radius ∼1 km) while the ICB is a boundary with a significant thickness (Halekas et al., 2018), as the ion gyrora-
dius is much larger (tens to hundreds of km) and cold planetary ions can also diffuse across magnetic field lines 
(although at a much slower rate than field-aligned diffusion). Therefore, our conclusion of the PEB falling within 
the ICB is not contradictory to previous studies considering ICB's thickness.

There have been prior studies characterizing the relation between the “ionopause” and the PEB at Mars (Chu 
et al., 2021, 2019; Duru et al., 2009; Han et al., 2014). Most of the studies of the ionopause at Mars have defini-
tions different from the conventional definition at Venus (both a sharp plasma density gradient (thus thermal pres-
sure gradient) and magnetic pressure gradient), mainly defined based on the sharp gradient in electron density 
(Chu et al., 2021, 2019; Duru et al., 2009; Sánchez-Cano et al., 2020) or in ion density (Vogt et al., 2015) or the 

Figure 8. (a) Median Vc above (red), at (black), and below (blue) the 
photoelectron boundary (PEB) as a function of solar zenith angle (SZA), 
with vertical bars being the quartiles. (b) Median Vc against altitude and SZA. 
The black and cyan dashed lines are the empirical bow shock and magnetic 
pileup boundary (MPB) locations (Vignes et al., 2000), respectively, and the 
magenta lines are the median (and the first and third quartiles as error bars) 
PEB altitude against SZA. (c) The black line is the median Vc as a function 
of altitude and the three dashed lines mark the altitude for the empirical bow 
shock (black) and MPB (cyan) locations and median PEB altitude (magenta) 
within SZA = [20°, 30°].
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altitude of a certain density (Han et al., 2014). A few key conclusions from these studies are: (a) the ionopause is 
only occasionally observed (Duru et al., 2009; Sánchez-Cano et al., 2020; Vogt et al., 2015); (b) the ionopause is 
sometimes observed to be co-located with the PEB (Duru et al., 2009); (c) the ionopause is generally located at 
∼200 km below the PEB (Chu et al., 2019, 2021; Han et al., 2014).

To reconcile previous studies with our results, a few factors should be considered. First, a prominent difference 
between our study and previous studies is that we identify the PEB based on the energy-pitch angle distribution 
and not just the energy distribution, as this is a topological boundary. More specifically, we define the PEB to 
be the transition from closed/open topology to draped topology, while previous studies used electron energy 
spectrograms to separate photoelectrons and sheath electrons, which could be ambiguous when both popula-
tions are present on open field lines. As both closed and open field lines have access to the main ionosphere, 
allowing planetary cold ions to diffuse upward, it is important to have the capability to clearly distinguish these 
topologies.

Second, previous studies of the ionopause are largely limited to low altitudes (<500−600 km) because of the 
measurement limitations: (a) electron densities measured by the Mars Advanced Radar for Subsurface and Iono-
sphere Sounding onboard Mars Express have a lower limit of 1.24 × 10 2 cm −3 (Gurnett et al., 2008) (used by Chu 
et al., 2021, 2019; Duru et al., 2009; Han et al., 2014); (b) electron densities measured by the LPW instrument 
(Andersson et al., 2015) onboard MAVEN have a lower limit of ∼20 cm −3 (used by Fowler et al., 2019; Sánchez-
Cano et al., 2020); (c) ion densities measured by the Neutral Gas and Ion Mass Spectrometer (NGIMS; Mahaffy 
et al., 2015) become less reliable above 300–400 km where ion transport can easily cause ions not to be captured 
by NGIMS's narrow FOV (used by Vogt et  al.,  2015). These limitations mean that only low-altitude events 
with sufficiently large densities can be identified. As pointed out by Fowler et  al.  (2019) and Sánchez-Cano 
et al. (2020), sharp density gradients identified at low altitudes are more likely to occur during high dynamic pres-
sure periods. In contrast, the usage of STATIC ion data allows us to accurately determine ion densities down to 
<1 cm −3 so that density gradients can be identified up to >1000 km altitude. In addition, instead of searching for 
“sharp” density gradients, we focus more on the fact that the ion density gradient is much larger across the PEB 
than below the PEB. With the additional feature that the heavy-ion-to-proton density ratio changes drastically 
across the PEB, we argue that the PEB marks the transition between cold planetary ions and hot sheath flow, and 
can thus be considered to be the top of the dayside Mars ionosphere.

In regard to what determines the location of the PEB, our results show the PEB is not where the dominant pres-
sure term changes. This is consistent with findings in Holmberg et al. (2019), where they show pressure balance 
between the magnetic pressure and the ionospheric plasma pressure occurs below the PEB and ICB. Instead, 
our analysis reveals that the PEB is located where the hot sheath flow experiences a significant reduction in its 
characteristic velocity, transitioning to the cold and slow planetary ion flow.

Figure 9. A schematic that synthesizes our physical interpretation.
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7. Concluding Remarks
In this study, we characterize the dayside PEB as the highest altitude where the magnetic topology changes from 
open/closed to draped, marking a transition from magnetic field lines “having” to “not having” access to the 
dayside main ionosphere. Our selected PEBs show similar properties to those of previous studies, such as a strong 
control by Mars's crustal magnetic fields and an altitude that increases with SZA. The main purpose of this paper 
is to explore the physical nature of this boundary. First, large planetary ion density gradients occur across the 
PEB, and PEB falls within the ICB. This can be explained since cold planetary ions are largely magnetized so 
that the PEB is a good separator between magnetic field lines populated mainly by cold planetary ions when they 
are connected to the main ionosphere (open or closed) and otherwise populated mainly by the hot sheath plasma. 
We thus reason that the PEB can be considered as the top of the Mars dayside ionosphere. Second, our results 
show that the PEB does not result from a balance boundary between magnetic pressure and thermal plasma 
pressure. Instead, magnetic pressure dominates on both sides. Meanwhile, we find that the PEB is located where 

Figure 10. A schematic comparing the pressure balance along the sub-solar line at Venus and Mars, as well as typical 
boundaries. The Venus cartoon is for the solar maximum condition. Both panels are not to scale and the pressure terms are 
not discussed in the lower ionosphere.
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the characteristic velocity of the proton flow sharply decreases to small values, corresponding to the transition 
from hot sheath plasma flow to cold planetary ion flow, or where the shocked solar wind flow diverts around the 
planet. In short, this study does not focus on the comparison of the exact locations of different boundaries but 
more empha sizes the physical explanation of why these phenomena occur at similar locations.

Data Availability Statement
The MAVEN data used in this study are available through the Planetary Data System (https://pds-ppi.igpp.ucla.
edu/mission/MAVEN).
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